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Abstract
On December 29,1959 Richard Feynman( a 1965 Nobel prize 
winner in Physics ) enthralled the people saying “There is plenty of 
room at the bottom”. Feynman presented the idea of manipulating 
and controlling the things in nano scale by building and shaping 
the matter one atom at a time. Nano means one billionth the size 
of a particle (one nano =10-9metre ).Because nano particles have 
a much greater surface area per unit volume; a hunk of metal has 
more surface area when broken down into tiny particles than it 
does when whole (its predecessor).
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I. Introduction
Since chemistry of solids occurs at these surfaces ,more surfaces 
mean increased chemical reactivity. Secondly, smaller the particles 
get ,the greater the changes in the particle’s magnetic ,optical and 
electrical properties. Nano particles are party animals ,because 
they like to interact with others without the extra baggage of size 
to show them down .Nano particles of different sizes and shapes 
can provide a rainbow of different colors .A gold particle in its 
nano scale releases optics of red colour . All these differences 
allow for new application opportunities in the field of Biology 
,Medicine ,Environment, communications, energy ,information, 
computer, material science, electronics, sensor, and as a modeling 
simulation nano science tools.
The dilemma what makes nano special and so distinctive can 
be under stood by Buckminister Fullerence discovery of single 
walled carbon nano- tubes and nano - rods .Nano tubes contain 
millions of carbon atoms depending on their length .Nano tube 
can have metallic properties comparable to or better than copper 
or it can be semiconductors as silicon in transistors depending 
on their structure .They can conduct heat and because they 
are carbon, a chemist can create bonds between the fullerence 
carbon atoms (C60 made up of 60 carbons) and other atoms or 
molecules. This ability to attach other molecules to Buckyballs 
(hexagonal shaped outer cover ball)or nano tubes make them a 
new nano material to use with biological systems or to bond into 
composite materials. Such nano tubes are strongest fibers ever 
made (100 times stronger than steel) with only one sixth of weight 
.Single walled nano tubes(SWNTs) have unlimited potential to 
change traditional energy transmission methods. Nano tubes 
conduct electricity very efficiently at a fraction of the weight 
of metal wires without sacrificing metal strength. There is also 
possibility of placing a “tube within a tube “ that could form a 
wire with insulator coverage. Since Buckytubes’ properties are 
size dependent ,its diameter and dimensions can be fine tuned 
.Unlike bulk materials, its properties are not chemically related 
but are connected to physical geometry .Basically this can be 
made by vaporization /condensation techniques from carbon soot. 
Nano –rods are made from silicon ,metals (Titanium,tin,zinc) other 
semi conductors and insulators. Depending on base material and 
its vapour growth density , nano rods have different electronics 
,optical and mechanical properties that work in various ways as 
sensor, textile components, display devices, polymer composites 
and actuators. Creation of nano-rods is mostly done in a vapor phase 

(evaporation and condensation)or by wet chemistry(chemistry 
that occurs in water) method. They can also be grown on gel 
substances with electro phoretic deposition(by drawing a mixture 
of materials through a fine gel with an electric current )and high 
heat for crystallization .Unlike carbon nano tubes , nano wires 
form complex system and architectures with various components 
that nano tubes do not easily work with. Silicon nano wires are a 
natural extension of present manufacturing technology. Depending 
on the application , metallic or multi layered nano wires made from 
gold ,copper or manganese have incredible selectivity ,fidelity and 
specificity.With diameter down to 10 nano, nanowires of silicon 
carbide ,titanium dioxide, cadmium selenide , gallium nitride 
indium phosphide nickel and magnesium oxide have been used 
for optical, magnetic bio- sensor, solar cells, as environmental 
pollution mitigation devices, Information Communication 
Technology (ICT) and computer applications. A suspended nano 
wire is created in vacuum chamber by chemically etching a bigger 
wire ,by blasting a larger wire with high energy particles or by 
pushing a nano probe’s tip into the soft surface of a partly melted 
metal and pulling it back to get a nano wire just like the sticking 
cheese thread elongated with our fork while eating the pizza. 
A deposited nano wire is coated onto a single row of metallic 
atoms on non –conducting surface .This is generally done with 
vapor-liquid-solid method using either laser erased particles or a 
gas as source material.

II. Nano Technology in Use
Quantum dots are semi conducting nano particles that are able 
to trap electrons in small spaces .They contain a single unit of 
charge and give off different colors of light depending on size 
and specific energy level. Changing the quantum dot size changes 
energy spacing and in turn affects a solution’s visible color. Color 
change due to change in particle size is uniqueness of nano scale 
world .Similar to quantum dots ,we have also developed quantum 
wires and quantum wells. Quantum dots confine electrons to 
negligible dimensions, comparing quantum wires (lines) and 
quantum wells (flat) ,that have an area about the same as a de-
Broglie wave length. Due to this property alone , quantum dots 
are being used as fluorescent markers for tumor detection using 
fluorescence spectroscopy during surgery .further when quantum 
dots are taken up through a cell membrane ,they are able to tag 
different parts within the cell due to enhanced permeability and 
retention property .Better still it does not lose its color brightness 
over time .Thus a quantum dot having a plenty at its bottom 
have paved and improved the fluorescence imaging techniques 
for researchers to crack the cellular mysteries. Nano materials 
are strong ,hard ductile ,at high temperatures ; wear ,erosion, 
corrosion resistant and chemically reactive .Nano silver have 
special catalytic properties that bulk silver does not posses i.e. 
interacting with and killing viruses.
Nano scale science can be used to get at medical problems from 
many different angles:-

Genetic information storage and retrieval.• 
As diagnostic tools to identify diseases. • 
Detection of overall disease susceptibility, like Alzheimer’s • 
etc.
Better classification of diseases into different types and sub • 
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types.
Tailor- made drug design based on chromosomal • 
differences.
Gene therapy (for cystic fibrosis)• 
cells) Cell targeting(antibody development that zeroes in on • 
specific cells)

Being faster, cheaper and far more accurate than any other 
technology, a LAB ON CHIP can be tailor made to measure 
different compounds in few minutes. These tiny chips have 
also been designed to perform multiple tests simultaneously at 
university of California, Los Angeles (UCLA). Lab on a chip in 
nano scale (equal to or less than 8 nano metre apart )would allow 
biological samples to be mixed ,incubated ,separated ,tested and 
processed for data pertaining to hundreds of known conditions 
,infectious illnesses and disease states. Cell signaling ,enzyme , 
nutrients delivery and formation of cell products would be viewed 
as a set of inter connected activities. Instead of just one time snap 
shot of one cell ; scientist would have a small window into how 
everything fits together.
Using nano wire sensors , physician will soon be able to detect 
viral infections at a very early stage. For dangerous viruses medical 
interventions would be available long before the infection would 
normally be detected by traditional methods. Hollow and Solid 
structure (nano vectors)nano wires are being used for the targeted 
delivery of drugs to diseased cells including cancer cells and 
image contrast agents which are fluoresce or opaque under a 
microscope. Nano particle with a silica core and gold shell have 
been fabricated to absorb light in the total spectrum of light wave 
length .having its maximum penetration depth through tissues 
near infra red region. A new kind of cancer therapy is becoming 
feasible using super small gold nano shells that travel through a 
tumor’s “leaky vessels” and are deposited .The blood vessels that 
supply tumors with nutrients have tiny gaps in them that allow 
the nano shells to get in and collect close to the tumor ,known as 
‘enhanced permeability and retention’ (EPR) effect. Nano shells 
can be bonded with targeting anti bodies and directed against 
cancer proteins or markers increasing therapy specificity to the 
cellular level. While treating breast cancer ,cells with gold coated 
nano particles ,antibodies are attached to the gold nano shells 
,which latch onto the targeted cancer cells. The gold absorbing 
the infrared light heats up and fries the tumor cells up to the 
bearable temperature of 550 c but the healthy tissues with no 
attached gold nano particles keep cool and remain unharmed. 
Such tests are still to be carried out against prostate cancer , which 
often occurs in old age when body immune system becomes also 
weak. Nano shells with EPR effect offer a huge benefits over 
chemotherapy, which kills rapidly growing cells both friend and 
foe (one of the main reasons; chemotherapy patients lose their 
hair is, because hair follicle cells divide faster than other cells 
and are slashed by chemotherapy chemicals). Nano-cells-bio-
distribution and its toxicity have been evaluated and the nano 
shells pass with flying colors. International co-ordination board has 
also accorded permission for its bio-medical applications without 
any implications.
Scattering based optical imaging technology i.e. Optical 
Coherence Tomography (OCT) is being used actively for non-
invasive cancer diagnostics. As cancer progresses, tissue refraction 
changes making the cancerous tissues look different from healthy 
when imaged. Early cancer screening, enhanced sensitivity and 
potential imaging of molecular marker may also be possible with 
the use of new contrast agents .Studies have been conducted using 
carcinoma cells with markers (proteins and antibodies) on their 

surface. When cells were combined with anti bodies bonded 
nano shells that that recognized tumor markers, the dark field 
cancer cells were easily seen .Nano materials are highly useful 
in bio engineering because their super small size lets it penetrate 
into many biological environment and gives it important nano 
properties; plus ,its large surface areas act with complex systems 
to recognize and respond to diseases and tissues damage. New 
scientific field of genomics and proteomics are targeting a lot 
on specific proteins to understand what they do and how their 
function might be changed or improvised to keep people healthy. 
Some day artificial proteins, which could attack or counteract viral 
infections may also become a reality. Gene or DNA therapy can be 
used as a kind of bio-sensor to find a specific biological particle 
,membrane or tissue. Nano- tech methods of drug delivery use 
DNA specificity to haul a drug attached to a specific protein to 
a tumor site to bind to it. Unlike some medicines that affect the 
entire body, the new drug is delivered exactly to the right spot 
while eliminating negative drug interactions. Here self assembling 
micro capsules offer physicians great tools in drug delivery for 
a number of conditions and diseases like Alzheimer’s. Nano 
technology has been used to create nano particles that deliver 
their load of medicine in places where regular medicines can not 
penetrate or have difficult penetration. Pills taken from mouth 
encounter the physical barrier of intestinal absorption and length, 
affected by digestive enzymes and acidic environment ; there is 
no guarantee that the medication actually get in where its going in 
same concentration will help and give quick relief. With the help of 
MRI and targeting nano vectors a physician can precisely monitor 
and control all paths and surgical procedures whether all the tumors 
have been removed. In case of a person with poor circulation 
or advanced age, healing can take nearly twice as long as that 
of younger person Nano composites that mimic collagen(most 
abundant formed proteins in the body by many hydrogen and 
cross linking bonds that combine into long thin molecules of tough 
material) and single walled carbon nano tube’s strength ,flexibility 
and light weight make them a stronger candidate for “material 
scaffolding” and to hold up regenerating bone. Nano materials lead 
to improved flexibility, strength of artificial bones ,new types of 
bone grafts and advanced osteoporosis treatment methods. Healing 
will be smoother and faster with limited setbacks especially among 
the elderly persons. Disease and health assessment will be done 
perhaps as early as birth allowing physicians to map potential 
health issues far in advance of their occurrence. Thus, new nano 
based health care will change science research ,education and 
society for the better.
Nano has also come to the rescue in pollution abatement as suitable 
mitigation device in water purification using ceramic membrane 
with ultra filtration through pore sizes of 2.5 to 10 nano metres. 
Center for Biological and Environmental Nanotechnology(CBEN) 
researchers at Rice University have developed Ferroxanes and 
Alumoxanes from iron and aluminum crystals to treat and purify 
water both actively and passively. Ferroxae have even been found 
to decompose the contaminant benzoic acid. Membrane’s thermal 
properties can be changed to create a range of pore size and such 
membranes can be placed in line within conventional treatment 
systems for final cleaning of polluted water and air as well. Nano 
catalysts are substances with catalytic properties having one 
nano scale dimension. Due to this, it improved surface contact 
with reactants. The integration of nano catalysts with ceramic 
membranes into water treatment provides improved options. 
Pioneering research by environmental science world wide and 
Wei-Xian Zhang of Pennsylvania’s Lehigh University has shown 
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the potential of iron nano-scale powder to clean up soil and 
underground water contaminated by industrial pollutants. When 
metallic iron oxidizes around contaminants like trichloroethylene, 
CCl4, dioxins or PCBs, these organic molecules are broken down 
into simple and least toxic carbon compounds. Similarly with 
other toxic materials like Iron (Pb), Nickel (Ni), Mercury (Hg) or 
even Uranium (Ur), oxidizing iron reduces them to an insoluble 
form that gets locked within the soil rather than being mobile. 
The super small iron environmental dynamos (10 to 1000 times 
more reactive nano ceramics) pump this slurry water straight into 
contaminated site just like inter-venous injection. Results have 
also indicated that nano scale iron stays active in the soil for 6 to 
8 weeks before it gets completely dispersed in ground water and 
becomes less concentrated than naturally occurring irons.
Nano catalysts are currently being studied which can lower down 
water treatment costs. Structurally modified nano materials of one 
nano-dimension have shown enhanced catalytic activity which 
can be suitably used in environmental remediation. Green nano-
technology includes technology that makes use of principles of 
environmentally safe chemistry and engineering. Under nano-
technology research programs atomic level synthesis of new 
and improved catalysts for industrial processes will reduce the 
waste product and energy consumption. At molecular level the 
cations (+) and anions (-) can easily exchange partner – this is 
known as metathesis. Metathesis not only uses a lot less energy 
but also better products with least hazardous waste and carbon 
foot-prints.
Nano technology application projected for the future –

Full wall video screen – television and video game • 
enhancement.
Programmable paint – changes color, texture and pattern on • 
command.
Reprogrammable Books – Look and feel like a book, but • 
can change content.
Self adjusting contour chairs – change shape to fit the person • 
sitting in them.
Variably transparent windows and walls – changes amount of • 
transparency or opaqueness related to set interior light level 
and outside light level changes.
Retractable walls and ceilings – rooms can be changed to • 
meet space and use needs.
Programmable Rooms – configurable walls, ceilings, floors • 
and optics (to room house with the other room reconfigurable 
to whatever we need).
Always sharp knives – nano particles combined that never • 
become dull.
People scrubbers – runoff of body heat to remove dirt, oils • 
and odors so we hardly need a shower.
Stay on clothes – pants, shirts, foul weather gear.• 
Temperature sensitive clothes – weave density changes • 
according to ambient temperature.
Time release medicine – side specific and dose dependant.• 
Whole building shock absorber – earthquake and tornado • 
proven site.
Self testing construction material – consistently structural • 
integrity and current loads, beeps when unsafe or beyond 
tolerance levels.
Free sensitive tyres – tyre changes shape to meet changing • 
road and driving conditions.
Full surround virtual reality – experience completely • 
surrounds the user with visual, auditory, tactile and realistic 
physical feedback.

Space elevator/implantable translator – ribbon like cable • 
extendable beyond atmosphere – no more luggage barrier.
Implantable computers – Hard drive is always with people.• 
Anti corrosive coating – improve boat, vehicle, engine and • 
machine life.
Anti wrinkle cosmetics – no more wrinkles, promotes skin • 
cell health.

Just as other things have been regulated for the national and public 
good, nano technology policy makers must approach this tsunami 
of scientific and technological advances with an eye for greater 
benefits and low costs within safe margins. Researchers must not 
ignore ethical concerns while choosing research priorities and 
federally funded applications. Such precautions will make this 
program to develop in a well thought out and safe way. Since 
nano materials have deep concerns with health, its toxicity must be 
estimated well before its application and potential on environment 
should be studied to ensure its responsible development.

III. Conculsion
With this emerging technology in nano science and engineering, 
the fiction has become fact and plenty Lilliputians at the bottom 
after incubation by 2020 will surface mount the giant’s world; 
- then our generation might giggle “Koi Mil Gaya” (I found 
someone).

 


